Dye-Stain
Remover
RTU pH: 7.0 - 7.5

Contents: 32 oz. (0.94 Litres)
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DYE-STAIN REMOVER
user shall determine the suitability of this product for
the intended use, and user assumes all risk and liability
whatsoever in connection therewith. The m
 anufacturer
and seller make no representation or warranty, including
merchantability or any other kind, expressed or implied.
The foregoing may not be altered except by written
agreement by officers of the manufacturer.

DYE-STAIN REMOVER

IMPORTANT NOTICE TO PURCHASER: The manufacturer
and seller warrant that the chemical contained herein conforms to its standard specifications. Seller’s and
manufacturer’s liability for any and all losses or damages
resulting from any cause whatsoever shall in no event
exceed the p
 urchase price of this product, with respect
to which losses or damages are claimed. Before using,
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DYE-STAIN REMOVER is a one part reducer designed to
remove any spot or stain caused by acid dyes or similar. Product
is safe and effective on virtually any stain caused by a common
household food or beverage spill. This product is for use with synthetic carpet or fabrics only. Not recommended for natural fabrics.
DIRECTIONS
1. Always pretest for colorfastness in an inconspicuous area.
2. Clean stained area prior to application. Take extra vacuum
pass to remove as much moisture as possible.
3. Apply Solution liberally to the stained area. Allow 20-30 seconds of dwell time and evaluate results.
4. Many stains are removed simply by extracting the area thoroughly with Empowered Water™. If residual discoloration
remains, do not extract solutions. Proceed to accelerate activity with heat.
5. Apply heat as accelerator. If using a low pressure, high volume
steam generator such as a wallpaper remover, simply allow
steam wand to sit on treated area. Check area periodically
every 20-30 seconds. If using a steam iron, cover stained area
with a wet, white, cotton towel. Apply steam heat from an iron
set at the lowest steam temperature. Lift and move the iron
every 20-30 seconds and check area.
6. When the stain has completely disappeared or has light
yellow discoloration, completely extract the area with
Empowered Water™.
Color loss and/or fiber damage can be caused by excessive heat
or by not rinsing spot immediately after acceleration by heat.
For problematic carpet fibers, dilute Dye-Stain Remover with
equal parts water.
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CONTENTS
Water (C.A.S. #7732-18-5), Triethanolamine (C.A.S. # 102-71-6),
Sodium Bisulfite (C.A.S. #7631-90-5). Proprietary Surfactant
blend.
WARNING
Keep out of reach of children.

HAZARD STATEMENTS:

Causes skin irritation. Causes serious eye irritation.

PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS:

Wash face, hands and any exposed skin thoroughly after handling. Wear
protective gloves/protective clothing/eye protection/face protection. IF
IN EYES: Rinse cautiously with water for several minutes. Remove contact
lenses, if present and easy to do. Continue rinsing. If eye irritation persists: Get medical advice/attention. IF ON SKIN: Wash with plenty of soap
and water. If skin irritation occurs: Get medical advice/attention. Take off
contaminated clothing and wash before reuse.
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